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The 13th International Symposium on
Applied Military Psychology

Introduction
The thirteenth in a series of annual conferences designed to stimi - late
better military psychology through the shared experience of those with
different national backgrounds took place during 25—29 April 77. Canada
played host to the group and arranged a most pleasant meeting place at
the Canadian Forces Base, Lahr , located in the Black Forest region of
the Federal Republic of Germany . The Symposium was attended by 22 participants from 10 countries . Expected delegates from the UK , France,
and Belgium were unable to attend. A list of the participants is shown
in Appendix A.
The general theme of the Symposium , as suggested by the attendees
of the 1976 conference, was “The Military in Society ,” directed towards
the impact of rapidly changing social values and institutional practices
on the preservation of effective military forces in democratic societies.
The papers and discussions centered on four sub—themes or topics, as follows, and will be discussed according to that organization :
A. Military management and organization .
B. Current military philosophy, practices, and problems.
C. Military research and development: Organizational structure
and program content.
D. Social change and attitudes toward the military.
It had also been recommend ed by the delegates last year that a member
from each country attending this year provide a short outline/description
of how his group ’ s psychological services fit an d ope r ate within the
military organization . This was done , and is covered in topic C.
John Lafleur (Director , Personnel Applied Research , National
Defence Headquarters, Canada) and Dr. Marshall J. Farr (ONR Washington ,
USA) acted as co-chairmen of Symposium . Duririg h~~~~pening remarks,
Lafleur commented that the planned agenda was not to be regarded as firm
and that discussions would be kept informal and permitted to follow the
interests of the moment . This turned out to be a highly successful approach. Although there was some difficulty at times in the language of
communication (English) for some participants, a great deal of useful information was exchanged in a very cordial atmosphere .
A substantial number of papers was presented , and this report will
attempt to summarize most of them .
Summary of the Discussions
Topic A:

Military Management and Organization

Following an introduc tory talk by Lafleur , the discussions were
initiated by LCOL J.C. Eggenberger who talked selectively from a paper
that described a generalized personne l selection system used in the
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Canadian Forces. He described the system as a four—step process in any
organization . The organization must decide on its personnel requirements,
field and train the men (personnel production), place them and continue
their develo~*nent (personnel development and distribution), and finally
assure morale and fitness (personnel maintenance). A production system
consists of a series of interrelated processes that operate to produce
personnel in the quantity and of the quality required by the Forces.
The most important single component process is training; the others recruiting, selection, classification , and assignment_—function to facilitate and simplif y the training process. Thus , recruiting establishes
who is available for training; selection , who will be trained; classification , how each should be trained; and assignment establishes how each
will be trained .
He described these sub—systems with an arrow diagr am that included
Input , Process, and Output components , and explained how the measurement
mode l , for purposes of developing a selection strategy , demands an analysis of the three components. First, Job “A” Process , mu st be de scr ibed
through task analysis methods in order that the constitutive meaning of
the cognitive , affective , and psychomotor domains can be reasonably understood . The Input (prediction) components would then measure and evaluate ,
discriminately , the performance of individuals in the areas of the four
major domains (cognitive , affective, psychomotor , and physiological) .
The Output components (criteria) provide measurement and evaluation of
individual performance in these same four domains.
Eggenberger pointed out that the fundamental assumption of any selection system is that levels of performance at Input are reliably and
validly related to those at Output, and that selection , rather than being
a one-time episode , should be thought of as an ongoing event that occurs
at man y j unctions dur ing a career. The personne l selection process seeks
to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each person , and to match
those characteristics with the appropriate job and job setting . Measurement of each individual in the selection system allows a description of
each candidate in terms of biographical measures, environmental detenninants (social and demographic factors), physiological profile , psychomotor
measures , affective considerations , and cognitive qualities.
In sum , each candidate ’s background and personal history provide
the mosaic from which his characteristics emerge. Individual mosaics
supply the comparative baselines for evaluation and subsequent responsible
placement of people .
Topic B: Current Military Philosophy, Practices & Problems
Eggenberger, who commands the Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit in Toronto, stated that his group is concerned with maintaining
equivalently fair and valid selection tests for both the English and French
speaking populations of Canada. The Canadian Armed Forces, which is a
volunteer force , comprises about 80,000 individuals at this time. Only
about 1% of the cohort from 18—24 years of age enter the Canadian Forces.
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They feed into it through two recruit schools, one Anglo, the other Franco.
The attrition rate during the three—month basic training period varies
from 20—25%.
Dr. Strcmblad , Sweden, pointed out that Sweden still has conscription ,
although the required period of service is only seven months. Approximately 7% to 8% of the youth population is rejected for either physical
or mental reasons, while the attrition rate is about 5%.
Major Gal, Israel, discussed the recruitment, placement, and optimal
utilization of marginal youth in the Israeli army . Marginal youth, in
his context, include delinquents , chronic underachievers, and those who
have low—aptitude or who are severely anti-social . Israel not only tries
to take in and deal with these marginal individuals, but also has to integrate into its military an immigrant population of unusual diversity—
from countries as different as Germany and Morocco, and of varying cultural and educational backgrounds. The Israeli military thus is the main
melting pot for the nation. Conscription is for three years, starting
at age 18. This is supplemented by men from ages 22-54 who serve in the
active reserve each year for from 30—90 days. Although the Iàraeli army
is built around a small nucleus of permanent professionals who are retired
at a relatively young age, it must make optimal use of marginal personnel
to ensure the nation ’s survival . Since there is no way to outnumber the
surrounding hostile armies , the Israeli army must pursue a high standard
of quality in spite of its policy of accessing marginal personnel.
These marginal individuals are initially placed in a special training
camp, where they receive basic training more limited than usual , carried
out over a longer period of time. In one case—the illiterates—a special
educational program augments the otherwise more-limited basic training.
The aim here is to try to achieve a reading level of eight years of elementary school. At the completion of their special recruit training, the
marginal youth are placed in supportive service units that deal primarily
with maintenance and supply. In keeping with the policy of the Israeli
armed forces , although the initial training of their marginal personnel
is conducted in concentrated homogeneous groups, subsequent placement
is to small dispersed groups, to encourage more effective integration
and socialization .
Gal asserted that the Israeli army , in its handling of marginal personnel , is doing more than merely trying to meet its military obligations;
is also fulfilling its social responsibilities to help integrate the
overall society. The key to success of this program is the “caring, understanding, and patience” about the individual . Combat teams of individuals who know each other well and who can depend on each other without
the need to emphasize the superior/subordinate relations is the definition
of quality and professi~~ alism.
Farr commented on the point that Gal had made about the social role
assume d by the Israeli m i l i t a r y system , pointing out that the US General
Accounting Office (GAO ) recently completed a study on the impact of poor
literacy in the US military . The GAO report revealed that marginal or
3
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substandard literacy skills are enough of a problem so as to importantly
influence attrition rate s, desertion , and work productivity. Farr remarked that it sometimes appears as though the US military services do
not feel that it is part of their mission to provide remedial training
in reading to its members. This function , many military officials think,
should be the responsibility of the civilian education system, wherea s
the Defense Department’s training mission is to train in specific mission—
related skills and knowledge .
The topic of the volunteer soldier in the Danish Armed Force s was
then discussed by Major Braemer of their Psychological Department. Denmark ’ s military had been manned by conscription for centuries; in 1973
a new law established that the majority of the Armed Forces—the so—called
“Standing Force ”.—should be composed of volunteers only , who could sign
up for a min imum of 33 months. It should be noted that general conscription was not eliminated; rather, the volunteer , in his first nine months,
serve s his legally required period of conscription.
•

All volunteers in the Danish military forces who sign a contract
for more than 33 months earn the right , for each additional month of service , t o one week of education which can be taken at a military school
or a civilian school , either during one ’ s Se rv ice or ri ght af t er it.
Tuition is paid for, and one ’s military salary continues.
For those who don ’t want to serve in the defense forces, an alternative of civilian service is available. And the volunteers can resign
for any reason within their first six months which constitutes their probationary period. During this period , they can also be dismissed without
cause . In either event, two weeks notice is required.
Braemer made several interesting points. First, many soldiers accumulate their education credits but don ’t use them. Second , in spite
cf the relatively short first enlistment period , and the six-month probationary period , the biggest problem in the Danish armed services is
personnel retention . (In the first six months alone , about 25% of the
volunteers attrited .) Third , most of the volunteers want to be assigned
to the combat units.
Beca use of the concern for what was considered excessive attrition,
Braeme r and Dr. Barbara Knox—Seith initiated , in November 1975 , a longitudinal investigation of a cohort of 650 trainees (of which 47 were enlisted women) starting their four—mon ths’ basic training at ten different
training centers serving all branches of the Army . The cohort and their
noncommissioned and commissioned officers were interviewed and answered
questionnaires. This longitudinal survey is part of a larger overall investigation of the interrelationship between what the Psychology Department
of the Danish Armed Forces call functional qualifications and functional
conditions.
The former term refers to the external condition s necessary
for a person to feel comfortable and work efficiently. The latter term ,
functional conditions, are the actual surrounding conditions of a person ,
and includes both working and off—duty conditions. Thus, the functional
qualifications apply to the person himself , whereas the functional
conditions apply to his environment.
4
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The study of the cohort of 650 people is still going on. During
their first nine months of service (which is the period of time that
draftees serve), 161 trainees broke their contracts. Among other things,
all available data about them are being analyzed in an attempt to locate,
for example , clusters of personnel with specific characteristics. No data
nor conclusions of the study are yet available , but it is expected that
the results will provide an enhanced knowledge of the psychological
and pedagogical importance of the functional conditions on the personal
development and utilization of personal resources of the individual.

•

•

W. Birke , of the FRG, presented a paper on a serious military problem , termed deviant behavior , in the Federal Armed Force s ( FAF ) of West
Germany. This includes drug and alcohol abuse , suicide , AWOL , and desertion. All volunteers for the FM’ have psychological interviews, but only
those conscripts whose personnel data sheets indicate problems are interviewed. (The FRG prohibits giving clinical personality tests to any recruits.)
The so—called “drug wave” that swept over the FRG in the yeats 1970—
72 has now subsided and is not a problem in the Armed Forces. However,
alcohol consumption is increasing, with 85% of the conscripts admitting
to having been intoxicated at least once .
The greatest incidence of deviant behavior (about 70% of it) is
accounted for by desertion and AWOL . A 1975 investigation showed that
soldiers who had been AWOL had shown many sorts of deviant behavior prior
to entry into the military. In comparison to a control population , they
had engaged in more truancy, running away from home , job turnover , drug
use , and attempted suicide . From a psychological standpoint, the AWOL
had lower inte]ligence and showed less emotional adaptability and a higher
degree of intolerance of ambiguity.
The 1975 study further revealed a number of indicators that tended
to characterize the deserter/AWOL soldier ’s childhood: death or divorce
of parents , intervention of the Youth Welfare Office, negative perception
of family life, and rejection of the father as a role model. (It should
be noted that this sort of information about a soldier’s background is
not routinely gathered.) Although desertion and AWOL behavior constitute
by far the largest portion of deviant behavior , by 1975 their number had
dropped by about 27% since 1972, when there had been 12,600 cases.
CDR Stracca, a psychiatrist from the Italian military , presented

a b r ief paper on “Some Mental and Personality Aspects of Selectees for
the Italian Navy .” He first described a study done on 1000 se lectee s for

the Naval Reserve Courses at the Italian Naval Academy . The study focused
on differences in intelligence (as measured , in part, by the Kobri Block
Design Test) among groups coming from the Northern , the Central , and
the Southern—Islands regions of Italy. Both the Northern and Central
groups were significantly superior to the selectees from the Southern regions. Stracca believes the obtained superiority to be due to “better
school education.. .better environments , better family culturization , and

5
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)etter socioeconomic conditions which positively affects the capacity
)f reasoning and approaching the different itemo of the individual I.Q.
:ests..
.“

Stracca also reported another study conducted by Italian researchers;
centered on personality d i f f erences among the people of these three
:egions. Based on analysis of scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic Person—
ility Inventory (MMPI), it was suggested that the Southern people , in
comparison with the Northern ones, showed lower stamina, greater submis3iveness , and greater emotionality. Yet the Italian Armed Services re~ruits most of its people from the South, which is less industrialized
m d more economically depressed than the rest of Italy.
Lt

“The Changing Armed Force s” was the title of a presentation by Dr.
‘Jarlicht, a Major in The Netherlands Army. It dealt with the effect of
recent social influences on the Dutch military system. In 1972, the State
Secretary of Defense set up a steering committee (with the Dutch acronym
STUMIK) to draft a management policy with guidelines for (1) establishing
‘a system of internal relations in the services , with the emphasis on
leadership ,” and (2) various aspects of personnel management, including
training and edu cation .
The general f i n a l report by STUMIK was published in late March 1977.
it contains recommendations concerning the political management of future
olicy. Along with this final report come a number of sub—reports (some
)f which still were awaiting publication as of April 1977). They cover
topics such as Leadership ; the Forces and Society ; Career Management;
rraining and Education; and Civilian Personnel.

—

To do justice to the recommendations incorporated into the sub—reports,
~e can divide our discussion into three parts.

2. The forces in society. The key point here is that the Dutch
forces must become more integrated with the civilian culture. One possibility is to enhance the openness of the organization , among other things,
by the further separation of the working and living functions of barracks
and camps, and the firmer linking of civilian and military educational
systems. In addition , the military authorities should encourage participation by service personnel in civilian social activities.
3. The forces as an organization . A plea is made here for more
flexibility and differentiation , combining the need to maintain operational
readiness with the needs to promote the well—being of each serviceman and
opti mall y to “ integrate into ” society at large . One must recognize that
the difference between a peacetime and wartime situation leads to a diversity of missions.
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it is not right to have strict combat readiness requi r eme n ts app ly continuously to the peacetime situation .

It is recommendable , desirable even , that the direct connection between the peacetime arid wartime models be rethought. It will be necessary to distinguish more than in
the past between, militarily speaking, essential activities
and activities that may—as in civilian life—be left
more to the views and preferences of the personnel.”

—

In essence , at the heart of the STUMIK recommendation s is the view
that personnel well—being is a fundamental consideration in personnel
management, and is in addition to the criteria applied until now, namely
the efficiency and the effectiveness of the military organization .
The final STUMIK report was scheduled for distribution to their
fo rces in late spring and earl y summe r of 1977. STUMIK proposes that
the forces be requested to select the parts of the Report they conside r
most important. This will permit a line of policy to be developed. The
execution of that policy, says STUMI K , should be in the hands of a Central Advisory and Monitoring Body to be set up for the purpose .
The next presentation , by Borup—Nielsen, a political economist , dealt
with the subject of the methodology of attitude measurement within the
Danish Armed Forces. In ea r ly 1972 , the Danish Defense Command introduced
into the Armed Services an attitude questionnaire designed by the Mi1itar~
Psycholog ical Service (MPS) . The 47—item instrument asked the respondent
questions in areas that included the objectives of national defense , relationships with superiors, attitudes towards top management, training,
sense of responsiblity, group relationships, and personal well-being.
(A copy of the questionnaire is part of an August 1974 report, in English ,
authored by Borup—Nielsen , E. Kousgaard and B. Rieneck , entitled “Measurement of Attitudes within the Danish Armed Forces,” published by the Danish
Armed Forces Psychological Service , Copenhagen.)
The main purpose of the instrument was to ensure a flow of constructive feedback from the organization ’s lower—level members to their company commanding officers. At the same time , the vast amount of data collected over many administrations of the questionnaire provide a rich
research data base .
Borup—Nielsen reported that all military personnel, including the
Commanding Officer , complete the questionnaire once a year and that a
98-99% return is not uncommon . All information derived from the yearly
administrations is published and available to anyone , although individual
identities are concealed in orde r to prevent the use of the measurement3
and results in the evaluation of personnel , a p ur pose f or which they are
not suitable . The results are well suited as a basis for discussions
with the personnel of the conditions within the unit. One main purpose
is to create a concrete basis for a dialogue between the employees and
the management which will promote collaboration. The survey results also
make it possible to evaluate the effects of the changes made . (This research study was reported in greater detail in the report of the 12th
Annual Symposium held in Paris , Ap ril 1976.)
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Topic C: Military R&D: Organizational Structure &
Program Content
From time to time during the course of the meeting, a number of the
attendees described the way in which the group they represented fits into
the larger military and/or R&D organizational framework. Others spoke
in molar terms of the whole military structure of their nation; still
others concentrated on a relatively detailed look , complete with organization charts , at some particular segment of the R&D organization in their
country . It is not feasible here to attempt to include the wealth of
detail supplied by some speakers. Instead , we shall try to provide some
broad , meaningful perspective for the reader.
The U n i t e d States of America

Farr described his own organization , the Office of Naval Research
activities.
behavioral
program he

(ONR) , and showed its relationsh ip to other US Navy research
He also explained the US Air Force research apparatus in the
and social sciences. Hay les discussed the nature of the ONR
repre sen ted , whereas Helme repor ted on the way the US Army ’s
research is conducted.

psychological

Farr : ONR is the Navy ’s organization devoted to basic , mission—
orien ted research in all the sciences (including psychological) of con—
cern to the Navy . Wi thin the Psychological Sciences Division of ONR ,
directed by Dr. Glenn L. Bryan , are three Program offices. The Personnel
a nd Training Re search Programs , directed by Farr , are curren tly concen—
tr a t i n g on res earch in psychometrics and performance evaluation; training
methods and educational technology; representing knowledge for training;
the relation between individua l differences and cognitive competence ;
arid predic tive models of complex , real—world cognitive operations .
The O rganiza tional E ffec tive ness P rogram , headed by Dr. John A. Nagay ,
is concerned with such topics as leadership, management , adaptation in
organiza tions , inter-group relations , personnel turnover , and retention .
Hayles discussed research in these areas in the contex t of a prese nta tion
on “Individual and Organizational Stress. ” His remark s were organized
by first distinguishing between stress at the individual leve l and stress
at the organizational level. Research to understand and provide clues
for adjusting stress to an optima l level includes studies of relaxation
skill s; competence ; information seeking; cogn i tive s tyle ; and planned
studies of self—discipline , with performance , attrition , heal th , l i f e
s a t i s f a c tion , job s a t i s f a c t i o n, and other psychological variables viewed
as indicators. Studies of organizational stress deal with a wide range
of organizational diagnostic and intervention strategies (organizational
deve lopment , management by objective s, clinical diagnosis , etc.) designed
to improve organizational functioning and effectiveness. This includes
specific efforts to look at the components of organizational functioning
suci-. ~~~ in ter—group relations , leadership, management , climate , and the
lik3 .
The Eng ineering Psychology Programs , led by Dr. Martin A. Tolcott ,
cover such areas as human auditory and visua l perception ; information
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assimilation and decision—making; man-machine system interfaces; and
computer—based techniques and displays to support decision—making in command and control systems.
Typically , ONR personne l do not themselves conduct research .

Rather ,

the research is performed under contract to universities , non—profit R&D
firms , or profit—making R&D organizations . Contracts , which are generally
awarded based on unsolicited proposals , may continue over several years.
ONR has four Branch Offices.

Its three domestic ones, located in

Boston , MA , Chicago , IL , and Pasadena , CA (just outside Los Angeles) ,

have a research psychologist on the staff. These psychologists serve
the headquarters people by traveling through the geographic areas they
represent and visiting prospective and current ONR contractors as well
as other psycholog ical research facilities and scientists . They encourage
proposals where appropriate , help monitor ongoing contracts , and keep
the central office staff aware of the latest relevant research findings.

From time to t ime , ONR may have a psycholog is t on board its London ,
England Branch Office . The function of the scientists there , since ONR
holds very few contracts outside of the United States, is more limited
than that of the domestic Branch Office scientists. It mainly involves
visiting and reporting on European research activities. When ONR London
is s t a f f e d wi th a psychologist, he plays a key role , along with the host
coun tr y , in planni n g a nd ru nning the an nual series of in tern a tional mee tings
on applied military psychology of which this is one . (Incidentally, Dr.
Jack Adams , from the Department of Psychology of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Ch ampaign , is the current ONR London liaison psychologist.)
In con tras t to the basic research focus of ONR , the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center , loca ted in San Diego , C a l i f o r n i a , with
Dr. James J. Regan as its Technical Director , is responsible for the more
applied research in behavioral sciences. Such research is carried out
by both in—house and contract personnel.
The main US Air Force research ente rprise in the behaviora l sciences

is the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) , headquartered in
San An tonio , Texas, at Brook s Air Force Base (AFB). It has six Divisions
of which three , the Computational Sciences Division , the Personnel Research Division , and the Occupational and Manpower Research Division ,
are also located at Brooks AFB. Of the other three Divisions , Fl ying
Training is at Williams AFB ( Tucson , Arizona) ; the Technical Training
Division is at Lowry AFB in Denver, Colorado ; and the Advanced Systems
Divisions is at Wright—Patterson AFB in Dayton , Ohio.
Within the Department of the Air Force , there is an organization
roughly compa rable to ONR—the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
( AFOSR) , located at Boiling AFB , Washington , DC. Like ONR, it is responsible for mission—oriente d basic research , but its program in psycholog ical
sciences is smaller , and it belongs organizationally to the same Air Force

component that the AF Human Resources Laboratory Divisions are part of—the
Ai r Force Systems Command.

•
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Helme : The Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Science s (referred to as ARI), located in the greater Washington , DC metropolitan area, is the US Army ’s main in-house and contracting—out facility for both basic and applied research in the psycholog ical and social
sciences. Less than 100 miles away in Aberdeen , Maryland , slightly nor th
of Baltimore , lies the Army ’s Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL ) , where
applied ergonomics and system—design research and development is the cen-

tral mission.

ARE , with more than 200 social scientists (mainly research psycholo-

gists), is divided into two Laboratories , one called “Organization and
Systems Research ,” headed by Dr. Joseph B . Zeidner , and the other “Indi-

vidual Training and Performance Research ,” led by Dr. E. Ralph Dusek.

ARI’s overall civilian technical director is Dr. J.E. Uhlaner. The Institute focuses on such areas as Personnel Accession and Utilization ;
Organizational Effectiveness; Individual Training and Skill Evaluation ;
Educational Technology and Training Simulation; and Battlefield Information Systems .
ARI also has a number of field units located on the sites of various

Army installations, such as at Fort Benning, Georgia; Fort Ord , California;
Fort Bliss, Texas; Fort Rucker, Alabama ; Fort Leavenworth , Kansas ; and
at Heidelberg, FRG.

Canada
Dr. John May hood described the Psychological Services in the Canadian
Forces , including some pertinent history. He pointed out that the employment of pro fessional psychologists an d of o f f i c e r s with baccal a u r eate
or highe r training in psychology began during WW II and was orig inally
focused on the functions of selection for military suitability and assignment to military occupations.
The Psychological Services consist of about 90 uniformed officers
(personnel selection officers) . Until 1974, 28 were emp loyed in the recruiting centers across Canada where they administered and interpreted
normalized tests written by applicants , conducted in—depth interviews ,
and made recommendations as to the suitability of these applicants for
various trades. This function has now been assumed by recruiters (mili-

tary counsellors) under the supervision of trained psychologists. Another
group of 40 personnel selection officers is located at Bases and Command
HQ’ s across Canada where they provide a wide range of psychological service , including advice and counselling to servicemen on remusters and
trade reassignments, and advice to Commanders on the ope r ation of a lcoh ol
mn t p r og r a m s , et c. These two groups constitute
and drug programs , r e settlee
the “field” force of personnel selection o f f i c e r s .
An additional group of ten psychologists at the MA or PhD level are
located in the instructional staffs of the three military colleges, where
they teach military leadership and personnel management to officer cadets
undergoing the four—year university program.
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A group of 14 personnel selection officers at or near the MA or PhD
levels in psychology or sociology , staff the Personnel Applied Research
Unit at Toron to . This group has expanded its area of research from the
narrow field of development, selection, and assignment to include a wide
variety of motivational , leadership, demographic, sociological , and or—
ganizational development studies. Because of their size, they are forced
to design their work as an interlocking program , rather than as isolated
projects.
A small group of three officers at Defence Headquarters called the
Directorate of Personnel Applied Research provides technical direction ,
career management, coordination , standards, and quality control of the
full range of activities (field, teaching, arid research) of all Personnel
Selection Officers. They report to the Director General , Personnel Research and Development (a one—star General), who also has a Directorate
of Personnel Development Studies and a small operational and computer
science team (Directorate of Manpower Analysis ) who report to him. The
highest rank available to the military psychologist is lieutenant—colonel;
and most start at the lieutenant or captiari rank by transfer from operational classifications.
Sweden
Dr. Stromblad and Mr. ~4ardberg collaborated to present a picture of
the Swedish military system and the National Defence Research Institute
(NDRI). Sweden, a homogeneous country, with one language , and a single
state religion, has a conscript military force and considers a strong
defense vital to its security .

Two interesting pieces of information were revealed by Mardberg :
(a) There ’s an ongoing Swedish effort to determine whether psychologists
should be regularly assigned to military units; and (b) Sweden is studying
ways of making the military organizational structure and rules more like
those of civilian society , so that the two cultures will be more compatible.
F in land

Commander J . He inonen , the only Finnish representative at the meeting,
briefly describe d where he f i t s into the defense establishment, which
11
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Within the Swedish defense establishment lies a special agency for
applied research for the total defense of the nation. That agency, known
as the National Defence Research Institute (NDRI), has about 1500 employees
spread over five departments doing in—house research. Stroniblad, a medical
doctor , directs Department 5 , responsible for research in medicine , beha v io r al scie n ces , and environmental engineering. His Department has six
divisions, two of which are “Behavioral Sciences” and “Biotechnology.”
The former division , headed by Mr. Mardberg, and containing about 20 professionals, concerns itself with such topics as job analyses, psychological
testing, leadership and group behavior, and defense motivation . For example, a study cited had to do with how groups of conscripts should be
optimally mixed , in terms of social , vocational , and intellectual variables.
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has both a Chi~~f of Operations and a Chief of Training. About ten civilian psychologists work for the latter. There is a unified military
system in Finland , r~m by Genera l Headquarters (which may be likened to
a ministry or department of defense) . The Institute of Military Research
(INR) for which Heinonen , a sociologist , work s, a n d whi ch falls un de r
the General Headquarters , studies strategy, war history , and society .

•

Federal Republic of Ge rmany
Dr. Frederick W. Steege , a civilian in the Ministry of Defense,

reviewed the role of psychologists in the Federa l Armed Force s (FAF) ,

pointing out that the 130 or so psychologists who are employed are distributed ove r five branches, namely, personnel, aviation , clinical, social, and ergonomics. It should be noted here that Steege was present
at the 12th International Symposium on Applied Military Psychology (held
in Paris in April 1976) , and there described the relevant FRG organizational structures and missions in some detail. The reader is there fore
referred for these data to pages 1—2 and Appendix C of the Office of Nava l
Research London Con fe rence Report (C—26-76) authored by James W. Miller,
22 Nov. 76 (AD A034 872) .
Italy

The role of psychologists in the Italian military system, as described
by CDR Massimiliano Stracca , a psychiatrist in the Italian Navy , is not
a maj or one. Psychol ogy is confined to personnel selection . With in the
Conscription Branch , which is charged , among other things , with research
and development and officer selection, there is found a “Nucleus of Psychology Applied to the Armed Forces.” Stracca said that he is optimistic
that this “nuclear group” shall grow into a Center for Psychology , Sociology, and Psychiatry . He believes the time is now ripe for the psychology
graduates of Rome and Padua Universities to find a role for themselves
in the broad range of psychology , e.g., drugs, group dynamics , personality
deviance, and train ing.
Denmark
Major J.E.O. Braemer , a psychologist , next described the organization , current activities, and thrust of the Psychological Department (PD)
of the Danish Armed Forces , which reports directly to the Danish Defense
Command. Th e PD , composed of twelve psychologists , both civilian and un iformed , is organized into four Divisions : a) Administrative, b) Statistical,
C) Individual—Psychological , and d) Social-Psychological .

The PD not only conducts applied research but also promulgates the
research results to the Armed Forces, continues to follow the development
within the area in question , and contributes to the research implementation.
Current activities and research focus on selectjon , pedagogy , leadership ,
the visual per ception of pilots , and survey feedback.
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Israe l
Major R. Gal reported on the five branches of the Unit of Military
Psychology (U1~~) . The Applied Research Branch is headed by Gal , who
is also deputy to the head of UZ~~; the other four Branche s are Selection
and Classification; Training; Organizational Effectiveness; and Special
Populations. About 40 psychologists , mostly un ifo rmed , staff the five
Branches , to which report field units responsible for such areas as Navy,
Air Force , Intelligence , Armory , Artillery, Field Engineering, Infantry,
and Paratroopers. (Major Dover, the othe r Israeli representative at this
meeting, heads the Armory unit.)

•

The Netherlands
The function of the “ Personnel” branch of the Royal Netherlands Air
Force was explained by Dr. !4enno H. Akkerma n , a soci al p sycholog ist specializing in organizational development for the Air Force.
At the level of the Dutch Ministry of Defense (
~~ D) is a Director
General (a civilian scientist) for Personnel. Below the ?~DD level are
the three armed services. Within the Air Force , the r e ’ s a two—star general ,
the - Director of Personnel Management , who supervises four Departments,
of which one is Behavioral Sciences. This Department has three divisions:
a) R&D in selection and individual psychology; b) R&D on social a f f a i r s ;
and c) Organizational development .
Dr. E .E. Warlicht, a Major in the Dutch Army, described its R&D
structure . Like the Air Force , a two—star general , serving as Director
of Personnel, runs several Departments. One Department , that of Scient i f i c Behavior (to which Warlicht is assigned), includes units on selection; training and education; individual counseling; organizational development; and scientific methodology . These units - are manned by uniformed
and civilian psychologists and sociologists .
Topic D: Social Change and Attitudes Towards the Military
“Attitudes of youngsters toward military service and of Former Soldiers towards social issues,” based on a survey conducted in Israel , was
reported by Major Shlomo Dover. A questionnaire was administered to conscripts before enrollment to measure their attitude towards military service. Findings were cross-tabulated along three dimensions , namely employment (including jobless or studying), fa ther ’s education , and dwelling
(urban , village , or Kibbutz) . In general , the findings were as follows :
1. The youth of the Kibbutz tend to volunteer more than others ,
though they feel less pride than the urban group toward their military service. They also feel that more of their friends expect
them to volunteer in comparison to othe r groups. This group does
not expect the military vocation to help them later in life .
2. The jobless youth have no preference of units they wish to
serve in. In contrast , those studying or working do express strong
preference .
13
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3. The jobless group feel less pride than the othe r two groups at
the thought of serving in the military; they are not interested in
the service itself, nor do they have any ambition to succeed in the
military .
4. The jobless group are less ready to volunteer than the working
or studying group .
5. The jobless group are less likely to feel that military service
w ill help them advance later in life.
S. Wik strom , Sweden , followed with a paper entitled “Research on
the psychological climate on military units.” He reported that many social changes have taken place in Swedish society which have affected the
milita ry in his country . In addition to technical development, a change
in the psychological clia
mte took place , that is , relations between people
are now directed toward a more non-authoritarian upbringing. The school
system has been complete ly revised , and workers have more say on production decisions. These modifications in society have not made it easier
for the conscript to change from civilian life to the military , resulting
in frequent resignations.
In order to improve this climate, psychologists worked directly with
field units. Individual sessions and therapy were not enough , and soon
psychologists attempted to improve the relationships between conscripts
and commanding officers (COs). This approach would help the COs improve
their knowledge of basic psychology , group dynamics , group functioning,
theories of leadership , counselling and interviewing techniques , theories
of moti vation , and the art of communication. Courses were prepared and
held on these topics. At the same time , research on the interpersonal
level was developed. Group—oriented education of conscripts was also
carried out with COs acting as counsellors . Conscript groups worked and
lived together. They learned by trial and error.
The next phase of the program will be to include other levels of
military , including civilians working in the military. To date the applied research program has received very positive reaction from the commanding officers , and resignations among conscripts have diminished in
the units in which this program has been undertaken.
Borup-Nielsen , Denmark, gave the next paper , “The right of trade
union membership with the Danish Armed Forces. ” In Denmark , the officers
formed their f i r s t professional organization (Union ) in 1921 , i . e . , before
any other personnel group was given this right. Danish officers are allowed to take an active part in politics if they wish. In fact, several
regular o f f i c e r s are Members of Parliament. A tra de union is described
as “an association of people employed under identical conditions, estab—
lished with the purpose of furthering its members ’ financial and pro fessional interests.” It is of interest to note that the Chief of Defense
is a member of this trade union , and that officers in their capacity of
employers are also members of the Defense Command Cooperation Committee .
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Their right to negotiate salary, conditions of the service , etc., have
evolved over the years and have been open to the trends of society . Both
the officers and enlisted volunteers have no right to strike since it
is forbidden by law for public s-~rvants to do so. Conscripts have no
unions , but there is representation.

•

Dr. M .H. Akkerman , repre senting The Netherlands , stated that they
too have unions for all their military personnel , excl uding conscripts .
Other attendees gave in formation about their nations. Finland has three
unions , one for NCO5 , another for conscripts , a n d a third for officers ,
but striking is not allowed. Italy has no union s in the military. In
Sweden , military conscripts are not allowed to form unions , although they
have informal councils that negotiate with management. Officers have
unions with no right to strike , although public servants are allowed to
do so.
The next pape r , titled “Female military personnel in the Armed Forces , ’
was presented by J. Braeme r , Denmark . The principle for the employment
of females in the Armed Forces is that both Officers and “Other Ranks ”
will have the same conditions and obligations as those applying to corresponding male personnel , including enlistment, pay, training, and other
conditions of service . There is no question of female personnel serving
in special units composed of females exclusively. They are employed in
purely military functions and not in those that have previously been carried out by female civilian personnel. They will not be employed in units
having fighting as their primary task. They serve primarily in RQs and
supporting units, and function in areas of tran sportation , communications ,
o f f ice , medica l , and logistical services. Their numbers are restricted
by percentages of specific trade s as well as the fact that professional
soldiers form the standing units which , to a large extent , are fighting
units .

Females may apply for entrance to NCO schools and the academies
of the three services and are now being trained to go to sea (but the
decision to go has not been made yet). The Force do not interfere with
the marital status of either males or females. Females are eligible for
maternity leave . As regards all other conditions of service , fe male
personnel follow the same regulations as those applying to males , including matters of discipline , participation in maintenance service , guard
du ties , and the like .
In a recent study , no difference was found between enlisted men and
women with respect to the factors considered decisive for one ’ s job satis
faction. The study also found that the employment of women in the m i l i t a r y
does not necessitate change s in existing principles of leadership and co—
operational though a problem would arise if too many enlisted females are
part of a unit in which tasks requir ing physical strength are frequent .
After Braemer finished, Gal stated tha t in Israel the Armed Forces
use women “in a social softening role ,” and contrary to a wide ly believed
myth , they try to avoid using women in combat situations unless i t is
the worst kind of emergency . They feel females ’ responses unde r stress
15
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are not as good as mans ’ , but Gal admitted they had conducted no systematic
study on this as yet , and these were social reason s only at this time .
Conclusion
The Symposium ended on the f i f t h day with a discussion of the topics
to be dicussed at the 14th Symposium next year. The following were submitted by the delegates of different countries :
1. Sweden: Leadership in peacetime and wartime, including leadership in instructional situations.
2. Israel: Organization Development (O.D.) discussed in a profe ssional manner , i.e., discussed in relationship with the leader.
3. Canada: Leader as a model , enhancing unit’ s cohesiveness and
socializing the climate .
4. Denmark:
United Nation s’ Peace-Keeping Force
The attitude
of personnel there , training, per formance , and attitudes of recipients.
Profile of UN peacekeeping force .
•

5. US: Group dynamics. How e ffective groups become by staying
together for some time vs quick rotation .
6.

US:

Promotion and release policies of different countries.

7. Canada: How effective military R&D psychologists are in influencing operators, e.g., our impact on the military real world.
8. The Netherlands: Supported Israel’ s submission of O.D. to include
job redesign activities and individual vs. group jobs.
9. West Germany: Democratizing the Army .
discussed in the context of leadership.)

(This topic could be

10. West German y:
Measurement of traits (cognitive , intellectual ,
psychomotor) and measurement of performance.
11. Canada:
Performance Evaluation in relation to leadership; job
satisfaction and retention and efficiency of the person . Overal l
theme : Personnel Policies.
At the meeting ’s end , the Italian representatives graciously volunteered to request their government to host the next (14th) Applied Military
Psychology Symposium . It was tentatively scheduled for Florence , Italy,
in April of 1978. All attendees were encouraged to write to ONR or to
the prospective Italian hosts with any additional thematic ideas for the
next meeting.
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APPENDI X A
LIST OF PA ~~ICIPANTS
US

Dr. William H. Helme
Army Research Institute
for Behavioral and Social Sciences
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria , VA 2 2333
Dr. Marshal l J. Parr
Office of Naval Re search
800 N. Quincy Street
Arlington , VA 22217
Dr. V. Robert Hayles
Office of Naval Research
800 N. Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22217

Finland

CMDR J. Heinonen
Sotatieteen Laitos
PL 223

00171 Helsinki 17

Sweden

Mr. Bertil Ma rdberg
Research Office r
National Defence Research Institute
FOA 5, Stockholm
Mr. Staffan Wikstrom
Research Officer
National Defence Research Institute
FOA 5, Stockholm
Dr. R. Stromblad
Research Officer
National Defence Research Institut e
FOA 5, Stockholm

Denmark

Major J.E.O. Braemer
Militar Psykologisk Tjeneste
christians Havns Voidgade 8
DK 1424 Copenhagen K
Major Steen Borup—Nielsefl
Militar Psykologisk Tj eneste
christians Havn s Voldgade 8
KD 1424 Copenha gen K
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The Netherlands

Dr. M .H. Akkerman
Trauertijn 20
Leusden
Dr. E.E. Warlicht
Santhorst 33
Leiderdorp

Federal Republic
of Germany
•

Regierungsdirek tor
Dr. F.W. Steege
Bunde sministerium der Verteidigung P11 4
Postfach 1328
D-5300 Bonn
Orr W. Birke
Stre itkrafteaiut
Abt I , Dez Wps
Resenburg
5300 Bonn—Kessenich

Italy

T. Col Enrico D’Alessandro
Direttore del Ceutrs di Psicologia Applicata
dell’Azma dei Carolsiuieri
Via Leguano 3
Rome
CDR Dr. Massimiliano Stracca
Ministero Difesa Marina
Viale Carso 63
00195 Rome
T. Col L. Longo
Stato Maggiore Aeronautica Militare
40 Ufficio
30 Reparto
Viale Dell’Universit~ 4
Rome
—

Israel

Major (Dr.) R. Gal
d o Chief Psychologist
General Staff HQ
Manpower Division
Tel Aviv
Major S. Dove r
Armoury Chief Psychologist
M.P.O.B. 2718
Z.H.L.

Canada

Dr. J.E. Mayhood
Director General Personnel Research and Development
National Defence Headquarters
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2
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Canada (cont )

LCOL C.R.J. Lafleur
Di rector of Person nel Applied Research
National De fen ce Headquarters
Ottawa , Ontario K1A 01(2
LCOL J.C. Eggenberger
Commanding Officer
Canadian Forces Personne l Applied Research Unit
1107 Avenue- Road
Toronto , Ontario M5N 2E4
LCOL G.J. Carpenter
Department of Military Leadership and Management
Royal Military College of Canada
Kingston , Ontario K7L 2W3
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